
Clay (substitute with DAS

air drying clay) 

Glazes (substitute with

gouache paints)

Paint Brush 

1 sculpting tool (you can

improvise with found

objects)

Bowl of water and a

sponge

Key chain loop

KENDRA YEE

Prep time: 20 min of sculpting + 1 day drying time 

Steps:

1) Organize your materials and wipe down the table to create a clean surface.

Have some reference photographs, drawings, or notes to help you with your

design.

2) Start working the clay, and build up the main shape of your charm. Think about

breaking down the design into simple forms, deciding what needs to be sculpted

(additive) or what needs to be painted (decorative). 

3) To attach two pieces together, make sure you "score" by creating a

crosshatching mark and pressing the parts, forming a joint. Using extra clay,

"blend" the two parts together. This will create a seamless and stronger structure.

4) Once the main shape is completed, smooth out the bumps with a sponge and

water. You can experiment with found objects to create textured surfaces. Make

sure to add a loop at the top, where you can connect the keychain. 

5) Leave the charm to dry for up to 24 hours. In the meantime, plan what colours

you'd like to paint the charm, or sculpt a few more. 

6) With the clay dry and hardened, create whatever design you'd like with paint.

Plan to do the "front" and "back" separately, to allow drying time.

7) Decorate the charm using stickers, fabric, markers, or other embellishments

and attach the keychain. Your charm will bring good luck!

"Create your own Clay Charms using stoneware or air

drying clay! 

"Clay is a living material that is constantly changing,

it moves and builds with the surrounding elements.

There are an endless amount of forms, shapes, and

characters that you can design. 

"With just a small ball of clay, you are able to

fabricate entire worlds."
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KENDRA YEE

Kendra Yee is an arts practitioner based out of

Tkaronto / Toronto. Yee pulls tales from personal

history, lived experiences, and collective narratives

to develop site-specific installations that carve new

archives, seeking ways to materialize the truths and

fictions of memory. 

Yee has programmed and exhibited with: The Art

Gallery of Ontario, MOCCA, The Robert McLaughlin

Gallery, Koffler Gallery, Gallery 44, OCAD U, Art

Metropole, Xpace Cultural Centre, Patel Gallery, The

Letter Bet and recently collaborated with

Juxtaprojects, an offsite gallery space in

collaboration with Juxtapoz (NYC). 

Yee is also the Director of Speech Project (est. 2018),

a program for youth to explore personal narratives

and the arts.       

kendrayee.com / speechproject.ca 

CLAY CHARMS

ARTSNACKS is a bite-sized video series that will help you learn and

create at home. Artists Jega Delisca, Anthony Gebrehiwot, Eli Howey,

and Kendra Yee reveal why they do what they do and how they do it,

providing a window into how their interests and experiences inform

their art.

For each ARTSNACK, you’ll be given step-by-step instructions to a

creative project designed by each artist, but like any good recipe, you

can make adjustments according to your own tastes, availability of

materials, tools, and needs.*

Cinematography & Editing by Anthony Gebrehiwot 

AGB Digital Logo Design: Tee Kundu

AGB is supported by the Ontario Arts Council and the Canada Council

for the Arts. AGB Digital is supported by the Government of Canada’s

Emergency Community Support Fund and Burlington Foundation.

The AGB is proud to acknowledge that the land where it is located is

part of the ancient Dish With One Spoon Treaty and also the Brant

Tract Purchase, Treaty No. 3 3/4 of 1795, and it is grateful to the

Mississaugas of the Credit First Nation and the Six Nations of the

Grand River for sharing this territory. 

AGB  |  1333 Lakeshore Road, Burlington, ON L7S 1A9  |  www.agb.life 

*Nicole Seisler, Recipes for Conceptual Clay (In the Time of COVID-19),

2020, AB Projects

ARTSNACKS

http://kendrayee.com/
http://speechproject.ca/

